Theoretical predication of temperature effects on accommodative processes in simulated amyotrophic lateral sclerosis during hypothermia and hyperthermia.
Electrotonic potentials allow the accommodative processes to long-lasting subthreshold polarizing stimuli to be assessed. The present study investigates such potentials in previously simulated cases of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, termed as ALS1, ALS2 and ALS3, respectively, when the temperature is changed during hypothermia ([Formula: see text]C) and hyperthermia ([Formula: see text]C). The ALS cases are modeled as three progressively severe uniform axonal dysfunctions along the human motor nerve fiber which is simulated by our temperature-dependent multi-layered numerical model. The results show that the polarizing electrotonic potentials in the ALS1 case are quite similar to those in the normal case during hypothermia. Their defining currents are caused by the activation of potassium fast (K[Formula: see text]) and slow (K[Formula: see text]) channels in the nodal and internodal axolemma beneath the myelin sheath. Except in the ALS3 case at 20[Formula: see text]C, where the accommodative processes are blocked by depolarizing stimuli, in the ALS2 and ALS3 cases during hypothermia these stimuli activate the classical "transient" Na[Formula: see text] channels in the nodal and internodal axolemma beneath the myelin sheath. And this leads to action potential generations during the early parts of electrotonic responses in all compartments along the fiber length. Only in the ALS3 case after the termination of long-lasting subthreshold hyperpolarizing stimuli, action potential generations are obtained in the late parts of electrotonic potentials along the fiber length. In comparison to the normal case, in the gradually severe ALS cases, the depolarizing electrotonic potentials gradually increase, while the hyperpolarizing electrotonic potentials gradually decrease during hyperthermia. However, the repetitive firings are not obtained in these polarizing electrotonic potentials. The results show that the accommodative processes to depolarizing stimuli in the ALS3 case are more likely to be blocked during hypothermia than hyperthermia. The results also show that the polarizing electrotonic potentials in the three simulated ALS cases are specific indicators for the motor nerve disease ALS during hypothermia and hyperthermia.